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The tents of mankind are pitched today on one of the great 

divides of history as the greatest war of all time is being waged. 

The enemies we are fighting are familiar figures--some of them, 

unfortunately, allies of ours in the past. They are colonialism, 

imperialism, race prejudice, poverty, ignorance and illiteracy, 

disease, and war. 

The course of humanity for centuries to come may be determined 

by the outcome of this struggle; even man's survival on this planet 

is at stake. 

This conflict is so crucial that we have timidly and tentatively 

made common cause with the communist world against our mutual enemies 

-- working with the Russians and their allies in the U.N. and agree

ing to a series of swmmit meetings to discuss ••~xa%~•ggt• strategy 

against our foes. 

There are those who would add nationalism to the list •t as 

another enemy of mankind today. Arnold Toynbee, for example, goes 

so far as to denounce nationalism as 11 a disastrous corruption poison

ing the political life of our modern Western society.H 

Many commentators on the contemporary scene maintain that in a 

world of rapid transportation and communication the old concept o~ 

nationalism will have to be discarded or radically curtailed and larger 

regional groups devised, together with stronger international controls 

and at least limited world government. 
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No one who r•all7 knows the world aa it is toda7 can challenge 

the tact that narrow nationalism ia a toe or mankind. At ita worst 

it can lead people to believe that the7 are God's chosen race or 
• folk and that the7 therefore have a right to exploit the resources 

and human beings or other lands.--or wven ot their own countr7. 

But nationalism need not 'e SJDODJmous with such nagative 

attitudes and actions. It can mean a sense of belonging together, 
. 

ot cherishing a common past and facing the present and future as a 

group. 

Ervin Canham, the distinguished editor ot the Christian Science 

Monitor newspaper, hal enlarged upon this idea in his volume on 

New Frontiers ot Freedom, asserting that "Kothing hal done the cause 
.. 

ot world understanding mor~ harm than the failure or aome intellectuall 

to see the difference between true and noble nat1onalilm and false or 

dangerous chauvinila or anti-torttgnism or iaolationila. There il a 

place and alw&JS Will be, in our integrating world, tor a true aense 

of nationhood, Just aa there ia tor the proud·Calitornian or the exub

erant Texan or the C&nn7 New Englander in our own nation •••• " 
. J 

xan(experta on world affairs are using the term "nation-hood" 

to represent.the legitimate and desirable 7earninga of people ..t 

around the globe tor in4ependenc&, as opposed to the word nationalism 

with ita man7 s~~-r;~;nnotations. J~ 
But since nations are the largest politioal units with which 

moat people identit7 nowada7s, our Job at present and probabl7 tor 

a long tim~ to come is to refine our concept ot nationalism or natioDhoo~ 

moving towards the time when nationalism and internationalism are 

compleaentar7 rather than contrad1ctor7 terms. 

Above all, we who won our own independence long ago should not 

and dare not deprive others ot this same privilege. Our task is to 
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help the peoples of the world to the kind of nationalism 
j~ -~4 

which will~ hieve their legimimate rights and weld the world to-

gether rather than the type of nationalism which denies peoples 

their inalienable rights and hinders mankind in its struggle to 

survive. 

We in the United States ought to be the champions of independence 

and self-determination everywhere rather than supporters of react

ionary regimes around the globe or quiet observers sitting on the 

sidelines while the fight for freedom is being waged. 

It is high time that we recognized the persistence and strength 

of the new natioaalisms ·in our contemporary world. Since World War 
(1) 

II twenty-five nations have been formed. In them are 700 million 

people or one person in every four on our globe. In 1960 seven more 

nations are alated for independence. Others are still to emerge. 

Historians a hundred years from now will certainly characterize 

this cent1ry as a period of rising nationalism. Perhaps they will 

support Sena;'tor Kennedy's recent statement that ttthe most important 

single force is neigher communism nor capitalism but manfs eternal 

desire to be free and independent/" 

The Relevance of Early u.s. History 

In order to understand these new nations, we would do well to 

reread the story of our own early history. Such a study whould shed 

it~ con4iderable light on the new nations of today, for at the time 

of our independence, we, too, were a small, struggling nation. 

People wondered if we were ready for independence or flatly asserted 

that we were not. We were torn by regional rivalries with little 

(1) These include Iceland, Tunisia, Morocco, Libya, the Sudan, 
Eritrea (which federated with Ethiopia), Guinea and Ghana, Lebant~on, 
Syria (later federated with Egypt), Jordan, Israel, and Pakistan; 
India, Cejlon, Burma, Laos, Cambodia, North and South Vietnam, North 
and South Korea, the Philippines, Malaya, and Indonesia. 
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loyalty to &D1 central government. In fact moat ot our inhabitants 

were frightened by the idea of a powerful central government ant 

our initial government was so weak that it had to be abandoned and 

a stronger regime formed in 1789. 

English was a fairly common lan&uage but by no means a uniweraal 

means of communication. The sz• degree of literacy was very small 

and the electorate was limited to men, to whites, and sometimes to 

property owners and even to church members. 

For years we were confronted with a host of perplexing problems. 

We chose as our first President a general (who turned out to be an 

unusually good administrator) and we did not develop a party system 

until the second Washington administration. Even then GeDrge Washington 

was annoyed by the development of such a system. 

In 1798 the Administration vas so intolerant of opposition that 

it passed the Alien and Sedition Acts by which many editors who 

expreaaed views contrary to the Administration were imprisoned. 

Rebellion vas rife--the most famous instance being the Whiskey 

Rebellion of 1794 when Hamilton sent an army of 15,000 soldiers into 

western Pennsylvania to quell the opposition or the farm••s there to 

federal control. Some seventy years later we fought a Civil War, 

in part over the issue of states rights. And even today we are grappling 

with the concept of states rights and equality tor ALL of our people. 

No wonder that people wondered if such a small, struggling nation 

could survive. 

Yet, despite the dire warnings of the prophets of gloom, the 

United States survived, expanded, ac,uired unity, and developed ita 

own unique form ot government and its own cultural pattern, eventually 

becoming one of the two world powers of the mid-twentieth century. 
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In the tace of such historic facta perhaps a little charity 

and humility ia 6n order tor us as we consider the new nations 

ot the world in 1960. 

New Nations As Landa ot Prosise 

The new nations of our day ar~a ... , for the moat part, 

lands of promise. There are a few like Jordan, Libya, Laos, 

Somalia, and Togoland whose futures seem cloudy. But t.z the athera, 

given time and viae leadership, should prove to be healthy apeeiaena 

of nationhood. 

Their contributions to.the world in the future should be 

many and varied. We can all be richer aa a result of their 

independence. 

One of the dominant characteristics of these new nations, 

especially it they had. to ~ to attain their in•epend.ence, £,,/ 

ia the tremendous release of (~an energy in their boundaries. 

People produce more aa nationals than as natives for they know 

that they are likely to share in the benefits of their productivity 

instead of having moat of the profits of their hands or heads ai,honed 

off by their colonial rulers. txa• ... •* This ia true 6n ideas aa 

well as in goods and explains the dynamic quality of leadership 

in our earl7 history with ~ Washington, Jefferson, Hamilton, 

the ld.ama', and. others--or the vitality of leadership in many 

of our contemporary new countries. 

Given a relative degree of economic and political security, 

better health standards and better education, the world tomorrow 

should profit immeasurably from the output of nearly a billion 

people--whether they be coal miners or farmers, mtaiciana or 

painters, acieD.tists or po~itical scientists, business men or 

philosophers. 
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Furtheraore, talent which has been wasted can be discovered 

and developed/ tor the good of all mankind. Who knows how manr 

Einstein• or Niels Bohrs, how many Gershvins or Shostakoviches, 

) how many George Washinston Carvera or Marion Jndersons there are 

in the underdevelope4 areas of the world todarf 

Economicall7 much of the territorr ot what we call economically 

underdeveloped areas is still unexplored. In these countries lie 

untold wealth which has also gone untapped so tar in world historr. 

Look at the progress made in such an umpromising place as the Negev 

desert in Israel and rou will begin te underatand what is possible 

in the next tev rears in manr parts of the globe, given suitable 

help. That thia has a bearing upon our own economic survival was 

pointed out by the President's Materials Policy Commission as long 

ago as 1951 When it warned that-.ith the exception of magnesium and 

mol7bdenum our ...-&t*Jx*a country•s requirements al•eady subatantiall7 

exceed our capacitr to produce them •••• B7 1970 it is eetimated that 

the present rate of increase in industrial output will require us to 

import 55 percent ot all our metal requirements and at least i& 20% 

ot our total raw materials requirements." 

It these new nations can establish stable economies with products 

tor world trade, then they will also be potentially rich markets for 

the ~anding economy of the United States and other nations. But we 

must remember that ther cannot buy unless ther can also sell. And we 

will have to adJust our thinking to considerable international plaaning 

of production and trade. That, too, is a part of the wave of the 
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MaD7 Americana are irked b7 the independent or neautralist 

position in foreign affairs which m&DJ of these new nations are 

taking. Yet 1t ia Just. poaaible that aueh a position will save ua 

all froa annihilation. A powerful African-Asian bloc in the United 

/ .,.· Batlona ma7 7et atan4 between the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. and terce 

\ c"o~~- ,t-\ 111 to eo ... kiltd ot co-exlltence, enn tholl6h it will prob&blJ be a 
J.\ ~ ~_, . \} ~ t~· .. ' 

l v' competitive coexistence. t"'- ,,,. ') 
:,ll' 

1. The rise of new nations aa7 alae help to eradicate extreme 

.ott>'·· 

, . I 

. {1 

\ 
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\0} 
'i 

raciaa from the world--and within our own borders. AlreadJ maDJ 
a a de 

of ua have been~painfall7 aware of the iapact ef race preJudice 

in the United Statea upon our relations with the countriea of 

Alia and Africa. Fl'oa the a'tandpoint ot world politics, it not trom 

better motives, we will be forced to work tor an iaproveaent ot 

race relations within our own countr7 in the J.aza montha and 7eara 

iaae4iatel7 ahead of ua. 

Theae new countriea maJ also develop new tJPea ot economies 

which will be neither capitalistic nor coaauniatic. From their 

experimentation• in economics both the U.s.s.R. and the u.s.A. 
aa7 be able to profit in the foreseeable future. 

Some religious leadera believe that we also have much to 

learn troa the so-called underdeveloped areas ot the world. Such 

divergent proponents ot ChriatianitJ aa Baiahold Niebuhr and Bill7 

Grab&a have pointed ..Sxzw.S to the vitalit7 of ChristianitJ in 

countries where ••x•..,xa••••~• comforts and conformitJ have 

not 7et sapped ita strength. Others a.za view with gratitude the 

creative thinking now going on 1n certain circles within Buddhism Judai~ 
the ' 

and Islam and feel that we cam profit i .. eaaurabl7 fromAnew approaches ' 

and new thinking ot these religious pioneers. 1 \ 
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The cross-fertilization of ideas in art and architecture, 

in science and business, in education and the mass media, and 

in many ~ther fields made possible by modern transportation and 

communication and better education of all peoples can add much in 

s•x•.z mutual enrichment. 

New Nations aa Landa of Problema 
~1' 

These new nation~ are lands of problema aa well aa lands 

ot problema. S~me problems are caamon to all of them; others 

are limited to a few. Otten their difficulties are so involved 

and so inter-related that it is well night impossible to know 

which one or ones to tackle first. 

For a few of the new nations the first problem to solve is 

the defeat of marauding rebel banda and the at»engthening of internal 

security. This has been a major problem of Burma, Cambodia, Malaya, 

the Philippines, and Viet Nam. Until people feel secure from such 

banda, they will not plant crops or even return to their former 

homes. And much of the time, eaergy, and money of the new govern

ments must be sidetracked from more important projects in order to 

meet this immediate issue. This problem has largely been liquidated 

in most countries, but it still plagues a few governments and retards 

their present development. 

AAequate transportation is a second basic problem of most 

ot these new lands. It is essential to the creation of national 

unity and to the building of a strong economic base tor any society. 

When the only means ot transporting goois to markets is on the 

backs or human beings, there 1s absolutely no use in urging people 

to grow more crops or produce more goods- at any kind. Roads and 
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bridges and ports deaand a high priority anywhere. This is a fact 

which we tend to forget in the United States, not realizing how 

important it was for national unity to have our transcontinental 

roads and r'ilroads or not realizing xaazxska how basJc to our 

economy our rivers and our harbors have been. 

A third basic problem of the new nations is that of communication. 

In most of the newly established countries basic difficulty is 

the multiplicy of languages. In tiny Ghana, with only five million 

citizens, there are at least four major tribal languages. In India, 

with nearly 400 million persons, there are 12 to 14 major languagues, 

as different as English and Russian, with centuries of literat~re in 

each of them. Because of the bitter feelings engenaered when one 

local language is selected as a national tongue, because of the 

training many of the leaders have had in a foreign language, and 
their 

because of ~s international character, English and French are being 

used widely as official or unofficial national languages in a number 

of ata.z nations. In others, like Xka Indonesia and the Philipp&nes, 

ne w national languages are being developed. 

In almost all of these new countries the radio and films are 

being used to an awtonishing eegree as modern means of communication. 

When one realizes that only 10 to 20 percent of the people of most 

of these lands were literate in any language at the time of independ

ence, one can understand how ~kaaa valuable thefj mass media are. 

A fourth problem with which all of the new nations are wrestling 

~ :1 is that of industrialization. In the past almost all of their 
for processing 

raw materials have been shipped · to the country which ruled them. 

Now that independence has been a hieved, aaaziJ these comonial 

economies are being liquidated and nearly all the new nations 

are establishing their own industries, especially ~ small 

plants for cement, canned fruits, cigarettes, and bicycle tires. 

I 
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Many of them are going farther, harnessing their water power 

1n daas like the Volta proJect 1n Ghana, the Inga proJect in the Congo, 

the Aawan project in Egypt (or the United l.rab Replblic), and scores 

of similar projects in Pakistan and India. Such dams provide water 

for irrigation , for eleatricity, and for power in the development 

of local resources whether they are the bauxite of Ghana or the 

vast complex of minerals of the Congo. 

In moat cases such projects are economically feasible and 

desirable. Occasionally, however, industrialization is carried on as 

a symbol of supposed political maturity and in answer to the clamor 

for westernization rather than because it is econo•ically viae. 

InAustrialization is a costly process and none of these new 
t-

nations has enough cpital to finance such develop•ents. Hence the 
. f\ 

mad scramble for foreign capital and the control of exports by 

national governments. Lacking capital for industrialization as well 

ao tor achoola, ollnlca, and other aoclal 1nat1tut1ona, nearly all ·~ 
o f the new governments have established some kind of federal board~ 

to control the exports of their countries. Part of the profits are 

ploughed back into social and economic development; other parts 

of the profits go into large-scale industrialization. Thus moat of 

the new nations have socialistic or semi-socialistic economies, 

often called "partnership" economics by them. 

As Chester Bowles has pointed out in his recent volume on 

Ideas, People, apd Peace, "The choiee is not between a doc*rinaire 

Western capitalism and a doctrinaire Western communism, but between 

China's version of Communism on the one hand and a mixed economy 

along Swedish lines, which fosters individual freedom and is compatible 

with Asian needs and attitudes on the other.". What he has •ritten 

about Asia applies Just as well to Africa and the Middle East. 
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A fifth grave problem •! all these nations taee is the improvement 

of agriculture. In their desire to industrialize quicklJ, agriculture 
large 

is sometimes neglected. But since a(\ajorit;y of the people in these 

nations are farmers, it is important that a high priority be given 

to this sector of the economy. Because of the fragmentation of 

land caused by existiag inheritance laws in some countries and/or 

the feudalistic ownership or land, this usuall;y means land reform 

first. Then it means land consolidation, diversification of crops, 

more scientific methods of farming, better seeds, more irrigation, 

and JD•*D2 more fertilizers. Very often it means the diversification 

or crops for most ot these countries have relied in the past almost 
_,1 

solely on one product. 

In most places the go•ernment is encoaraging producer and 
so 

consumer cooperatives fa• viler that the people may purchase and 

sell with the greatest advantage to all concerned. 

A sixth problem with which all of these nations are concerned 

ia the choice or a suitable form of governaent and the esta~lishaent 

or stable, forward-looking regimes. 

Some , like Burma and the Sude, have decided upon a u.nitar;y 

or strong central government. Others, like India an4 Nigeria, have 

developed a federal system, largely becaase of the strong regional 

feelings existing in these countries. Sometimes a federal form of 

government is easier to administer in large countries and India and 

Nigeria both tall into this classification. 

In all of these nations there is a crying need for competent, 

educated administrators. The top lead•rship is often unusuall;y 

able, but any government aeeds a large number or permanent or semi

peraanent lesser officials. The British have lett a small nucleus 

of civil wervants in their former colonies, but even this group is 
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.. ager compared to the need. To meet this problem, the United 

Nations has rjcently started to "loan" administrators just as it 

has loaned technical experts to economically underdeve~oped lands. 

This is one ot the most promising practices in the field to da•e, 

eaen though it is not a permanent solution to the problem. 

In the .rrican nations the relation 

the tribal chiefs is an especially acute 

take years it not decades to work out. 

ot the new governments to 
problem 
•zs~ and one which will 

In some places the relation or church and state raises another 

vexing question, especially in the two nations which were established 

primarily tor religious reasons---Israel and Pakistan. In other 

places, like Ghana and Nigeria, the relation of the Moslems to the 

rest of the inhabitants is a battling question. 

To critics in the West, the crucial question regar4Aag the 
. 

governments of Dhese new nations seems to be--how democratic are 

they? Some observers are disappointed and 4isturbed because all 

ot these new countries have not developed tull-tledged democratic 

regimes like those ot the western-world, immediately. MJ own reeling 

is that it is remarkable and even surprising that all or them have 

at least started ~~~xz•axs• as democracies, limited though 

*DJDI&JXB some ot them are. 

To any student or government it should be obvious that the -

form or democracy which each or theae new nations develops will 

be~ olQI.,_ even it patterDed in part upon that or an older 

country. Actually they should be different tor each must develop 

its own torm ot government to tit the needs ot its society. 

Likewise it should be obvious that it will take years tor these 

countries to evolve their own indigenous democracies. As Justice 

Douglas reminds us in his book West or the Indua, "Don~t forget that 

it took six hundred years to evolve the House ot Commons as the mo4el 
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ot~parliamentary system.~ 

Until these people become accustomed to their new freedom and 

trained ia its use, there will undoubtedly be a need tor strong 

action and strong men at the helm--as has been the case in Burma, 

Ghana, Pakistan , and the Sudan in recent months. 

A seventh problem is the urgent need to raise the standards 

ot living of all the people--quickly. All the other problems are 

insignificant compared to this crucial task. 

It is almost impossible tor us in the Unitid States to comprehend 

how most of the world live. It there is one set of figurea we need 

to know, it is that of per capita income around the world. In 

the United States it is around f2200 per person per year. In moat 

of the world ia ia leas than 1100 per person per year. In some 

places it is tar less than that. In tndia, tor example , it is 
. Ghana 

approximately f50 and in a comparativ•lJ rich ceantry like ~--

around il50. 

Consequently moat of the people in the new nations are ill-ted, 

ill-housed, ill-clad, illiterate and ill. For centuries they have 

eked out a perilous existence by scratching the soil en tiny )lots 

ot ground near their homes. They accepted their-lot as tate and 

adjusted sax~ as beat they could to their poverty. 

Now they have learned that most of their children need not die 

at birth, that foul water and unsanitary conditions need not be 

tolerated, that education need not be a monopoly of white people in 

the west. They are demanding better standards of living and their 

demands are loud and insistent. All other revolutions of our day 

are 1ns1gn1f1cant compared to the revolution of r1s1ng expectations. 

' .. 
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If they can have economic and social Justice and treedom---tine. 

If they can have only one, most of the people in these nations will 

quickly choose fustice. We must race the tact that this is how 

they feel and talk less about about freedom than we do about justice. 

No lesson needs to be learned better or more quickly by the American 

people than the importance of the right kinds or aid to the peoples 

of the new nations in their struggle to provide ~· more and better 

health, more and better sanitary conditions, more and better food, 

more and better education. Our present policy ot emphasizing milita,ry 

aid to the new nations is short-sighted, sterile, stupid, and even 

dangerous. The sooner we realize that aid in economic and social 

betterment is more important than military aid the better we and all 

mankind will be. 

An eighth problem is that of caring for refugees and protecting 

the rights ot min6rity groups. In certain areas of the world there 

are enormous groups of refugees. This is one of Jordan's principal 

problems as 1t is inhabited by approximately 500,000 retugses, 

500,000 persons whose tormer homes were in Palestine, and only 500,000 

tormer Trans-Jordaniana. Viet-Nam has almost as large a problem, with 

900,000 refugees trom the north for whom land and homes had to be 

provided. taaxaazax•fxa~a .. axtaxa~t.sxaaats-• .. txf•x 

s.x•x.••.Saxatx.atJxaaa•lx~~•aatacx~z.-taaax A total ot 

around 15 million retugees crossed trom Pakistan to India or trom 

India to Pakistan at the time of partition--the largest mass migration 

in the history or the world. And.many of them are not 

cared tor. Providing tor auch refugees is an enormous 

governments already beset by other pressing problems. 

yet adequately 
burden 
~ to 

In certain areas or the world there are also large numbers of 

immigrant groups whose rights need to be pretected. In West Africa 
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it is the Syrians and IJ9banese; in East Africa the Indiana and 

Pakistani; and in Southeast Asia l'I ifittJg el OJ ~atssA Chinese. v 

All ot the new coantriea. are concerned. to some extent with 

minoritie~but a tew are especially involved ia this perplexing 

problem. For example, Malaya is composed ot approximately 49% 

Malaya, 38% Chinese, 10% Indians and Pakiataai, and 3.% other groups. 

In Le~anon the problem ot minorities is chietly one ot religious 

groups. The same is true in India and P&kiatan. In Ceylon it is 

the Tamil group with its origins in India which is the group whose 

rights are least likely to be safeguarded. 

A ninth problem with which all ot these countries are grappling 

is that ot adJusting their toreign policies to the Gold War between 

the United States and Russia. 

For manr Americana i* seems incomprehensible that several ot 

the; new nations should remain neautral or independent in this world

vide struggle. A study ot an air -age map should help such critics 

to undersand how a country like India teals in the light ot its 

proximity to China and Russia. An examination ot the size ot the 

national budgets ot these new nations in the light ot the overwhelming 

demands upon their limited capital should also make more meanin&tul 

their desire to user all available capital tor social and economic 

aid rather than squander their precious resources on military 

preparation. Furthermore a study ot our own history with ita long 

period ot isolationism might help people to understand better how 

the people ot many ot the new nations~ teel about "entangling 

alliances!. Perhaps a study ot the Buddhist philosophy ot lite or 

the Gandhian movement would add still more understanding ot neautralism 

or independence in foreign policies. Finally, a realistic apprAisal 

ot the varied political forces 1n a country like Indonesia, should 
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abed further light on this type or foreign policy. 

Conclusion 

There are other problema in these new countries, but these nine 

should suffice to show aow many problems there are with which the 

people or the new nations must deal. 

Many of these are problems with which older countries are also 

wrestling. The differences are primarily in depth and in lhe degree 

or experience in handling them. 

Even though the writer has erred often in this paper by broad 

generalizations, he would like at this point to emphasize that each 

or these new lands must be considered inditidually in the light or 

its ,..ax past, ita present, and its future. Outsiders can hel~ 

but they cannot solve the problema tor these people. The7 will have 

to make the final decisions, making their own mistakes--Just as we 

have made--and still •atax...x ... are making them--often. 

As we follow the development or these new lands , it would be 

well tor us to listen to some or their leaders as they speak to us 

about their problems and their progress. 

When Bukarno of Indonesia spoke to the National Press Club in 

Washington in 1956, he reminded his audienee or the importance of 

speed, a familiar theme tor the leaders of all new natio~s. or this 
which, eleven 

he said: "ours is still a revolutionary nation ~"' onl~ .~ .. years 

ago, was 350 years o~t of date. We are in a hurr7 because the world. 

has no intention or standing still while we catch up. We must cram 

the experience or centuries into a generation and it is important 

tor us that the revolutionary spirit or selr-aacritice and solidarity 

should be maintained. This is our driving force." 

To another group or newspapermen in London in 1957 Nkrumah or 

Ghana made some very pertinent comments about the standards by which 

/ 
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new nations ahoult be judged. a.re is what he ha4 to aa7: 

"••• in making Ju4gementa, please use reasonable 
atan4ar4s of efficiencJ an4 conduct. More often than 
not, we feel that people oTerseas expect standards from 
us, which, frem our personal obserTationa, are not 
achieve4 ia their own countries. None of us has either 
a aonopol7 of aice or of virtue. If 1•• happen to be 
looking for &nJ' beams' in tnana, at least reflect 
whether JOU haTe &D7 'motes in tour own countrJ. We 
de not ask fer mere than that" 

We should haTe high expectations fer our friends in these 

new ceuntries but we should also be realistic in our expectations. 

We canaot or sheult aot expect thea te accomplish in a shert time 

and with inadequate preparation under colonial rule what it has taken 

ua near17 175 7ears to achieTe. 

In the world-vide war against colonialism, imperialism, race 

preju4ice, ignerance and illiteraer, 4iaease, aad war, the new 

nations should be our alliea. Since man1 ef the major battles will 

be fought on their aoil, perhaps it would be better to aar that we 

shoald be their staunch aad understanding allies and friends. 

In a highlJ interdependent worlt we share our successes and our 

failures; no oountr7 is isolated in the rapidlJ emerging international 

ceaaunitJ of our dar. What happens to the.,)effects ua; what happens 

to aa , effeeta thea. 

On the s•aunda of enlightened self-interest as well as en the 

ground• of iAealiaa, we should do eTer7thing humanlf peaai~le to 

pramote thejf rapi4 and well-rounded deTelepaent of their unique 

trpes of societies aa we learn to live together in the new vorl4 

coaaunit7 of toda7 and tomorrow. 
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